Agenda

Questions for vallino:
- Priority for reservation with teams in weeks in advance vs last min reservation
- Who are the users?
  - Admin
  - Faculty
  - Staff
  - Labbie
  - Student
  - Student Team
  - more?
- What kind of team priority should we have and what is a definition of the team?
- Reserved for room for 2 hours but no one showed up for the first hr. What happens then?
- Limit of reservation (hrs)?
- How far in advance can teams reserve the rooms?
- Will the professor need to reserve rooms in advance for their students?
- What happens if all team rooms are occupied with teams and the professor or their student needs a team room?
- Will the SE lab room be up for reservation when there is no class occupying it?

Question for Kurt:
- What environment would you suggest or have in mind?
- Will there be nightly builds?
- How is it deployed?

Question for other SE senior team:
- How did you approach your problem?
- How long did you wait/How many weeks did it take before implementation?
- What was the technology difficulty on the project? What technology knowledge did the team lack while working on the project?
- Did you guys use any special svn?
- What technology did you guys use?
- What was it like to develop with classes occupying your time?